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9 claims. (ci. .a6-_72) ' 

Our invention relates to a- protective vamp and more 
particularly to a- protective vamp for a safety ls_hoe which 
protects the foot of the wearer from injury from, sharp 
objects penetrating__ the portion of the shoe vamp adja 
cent the edge of the shoe sole in front of the shoe ankle 
seam. ` 

‘ In the prior art safety shoes are provided with protec 
tive soles for protecting the, foot of the wearerv against 
injuryfrom sharp objects penetrating-the sole of the shoe. 
In one form of safety shoe the protection is afforded by 
a metal plate or the like. formed as a part of the safety 
shoe sole. These metal plates are rigid and do not iiex 
with the wearer’s foot. They do not permit shoes to 
“breathe” properly. Alternately, protection is provided 
in safety shoes of the prior art by a softer, more flexible 
material than metal. When such a material is employed, 
the resulting shoe construction necessarilyis bulky and 
awkward if the desired degree of'protection is provided. 
In our copending application Serial No. 487,269,5ñled 
February 10; 1955, we disclose a safety inner sole which 
overcomes the disadvantages of` safety'soles of the prior 
art.' As is pointed out in the copending application, this 
protective inner sole may be formed as a part of a safety 
shoe sole if, desired. 

' Inv addition to the problem of protecting the wearer’s 
foot from injury by> objects penetrating a 'shoe' sole, the 
further problem, exists of protecting the' wearer’s foot> 
against injury by objects cutting or penetrating the shoe 
vamp in the area >just above the sole. This problem is 
especially important in the area along the edges ofthe shoe 
sole where cuts may occur. when the wearer trips over 
sharp objects. In an attempt to solve this problem, pro; 
tective soles in shoes of the prior art are extended inthe 
plane ofthe sole out beyond the vamp ofthe safety shoe. 
This clumsy and cumbersome construction, however, 
gives rise to additional dangers of injury‘to thewearer 
as a resultlof. falls from stumbling o_r similar accidents;Y 
Wehave invented a protective vamp for a safety shoe 

which prevents injury to the> foot" ofthe wearer inthe 
vamp area of the shoe around the shoe'sole. Our pro# 
tective vamp is‘light and liexible. It- permits theshoe to 
breathe properly.- Itmay be formed Vas a part of the 
shoe to give a compact, comfortable shoe construction. 
One objectof our invention -is'to provide' a >protective 

vamp ̀for a safety'V shoe whichv protects'thefootl of _ thev 
wearer'inY the area of the shoe vamp around andadjacent 
to the' shoe sole.V 
Anotherobject of our~ inventionis toV provide aprotec 

tivervampffor-asafety vshoe which is lighteand ñe'xible. 
A_furtherobject of ourvinvention is to provide Va pro-_ 

tectivevamp forasafety shoe which may be'Íor'med-fas " 
a parto'f'theshoe in> a compact and comfortable shoe 
constructionà- " ’ " 

Other and- further objects of our invention will appe_ar__v 
from-the following descriptionI _ _ _ » 

Ingeneral, our invention contemplates the provision 
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tective vamp to» conform with the shoe- vamp or portion 
of the shoe above the soleand' the welt ink frontv 'ofthe 
ankleseam». `We form our vamp With- a base substan'ï 
tiall'y parallel with the plane of the'shoe sole and'with 
a portion npstandi-ng from thev base and conforming with 
a portion ofthe shoe vamp. In one form of our invert-' 
tion corrugations on'the opstanding portion ofthe pro» 
te'ctive vampY lend' flexibility to the construction and en 
sure a smooth and' snugl fitl of'the protective vamp iii- the 
shoe. We may make our> protective vamp independently 
and embody it in the shoe" during manufacture.` Alter# 
nately we’may formcur protective vamp from 'an exten 
sion of a  laminate, ' or"> laminate 
sole disclosed in 'our' said depending application.` ` ' 

' In a second' embodiment'of'our invention 'the opstand' 
ing portion of the vampV includes' at' least a pair o_f 'lar?iih 
nate's, Veach o_fîwlii'ch is"t`orrnedT with tapered notches `ter~ 
minating‘in arcuate apicesfin» tliebase of the’ vamp. _This 
embodiment vof o'ur invention-1 may ̀ be independently 
formed‘andÈ embodied in a> sáfety_'shoe during _manufae 
turey orv it'may be 'made from extensions of laminatesof 
our protective inner' sole disclosed in our said Acopend‘iri‘g 
application. _ _ " ` ’ ` ` ` ` 

>In 'the-'accompanying drawings which form >part of the 
instant` ’specification and’whiehï-‘are to vbe read in- con~ 
junction therewith andi’n- which likeY reference numerals 
are used'tofindîcate like parts in the various views:_` ' ' " 

Figúr'e- 12 -is a"fragmentaryÄ perspectiveA view, Vwith ’parts 
in section, of a safety shoe inclnding‘one form o_ffo'u‘rï 
protective vamp' triade independently and embodied-in the 
shoe'dnring'ntanufacturef " " ' - ' ` " ' ' 

Figure v2`isI aperspective viewoi the form of our pro'-` 
tectivevamp shown’in Figure'l ybefore it " embodied 
in asafetyï‘shoeï. " A . __ 

Figure 3_is a-fragmenta'ry‘sectional view of a-’safety 
sho’e'including’v a-'foriri off’oui' protective vamp vsimilar-'to 
that shown> iiiA Figure l made from an extension` of Yar 

laminate of a protective inner sole. ` _ " ' Fig`uref4fisï af perspective View of a safety inner sole', 

one laminate o_f> which is extended'and shaped to forin‘¿_ » 
a PPQtecti've vamp similar'tov that shown in Figurel'l‘. ' ' ` Figure V5_'ïi'sva fragmentary'ïp'erspective view,"with parts 

inV section, of a- safety shoe including a second' embodi 
ment of'our protective’vamp made independently andi 
embodied 'in the shoe during manufacture. 

Figpre 6Áis aY perspective view vof the embodiment of 
ourprotective vamp 'shown' in Figure 5V before> it is em 
bodied'iii'a safety shoe " ` ' ' ' ' ' " 

Figure 7’ is’a fragmentary sectional view of a safety. 
shoeïincluding an embodiment ofv our protective vamp` 
similar toy that» shown in Figure 5""made`from an exten# 
sion of a laminateof'a protective inner sole. ' Y 

Figure 8 is a perspective view of a safety inner sole, 
a pair of laminates of‘which are extended‘and shaped to 
formaprotective vamp ~siinilar to that shown' in Figure 5_2 

' More particularly referring now to Figures l and.2"oi" 
the ̀ d?awings,`a safety shoe providedY with one form-M1 
our protective vamp' includes anoutsole 10, an insoleglitï ' 
and` aïwelt'lû. ' Stitching" 16 secures the welt '14j toa* 
periplier'al'lip’lß formed'ïon vthe underside'of ltheïi'nsïoler 
1_2; rvstitching', `zusecu’res' rhewelt nafta the outsole-"110': 

in assembledi'i’elationslíip, is`- conventiònaliï‘in* sli 
manufacture. ` ‘ ~` " " ' 

_ ` The` safety Y’shoe-witlrwhich 'our protectiveevamp is used> 
" f includes a Ashoe vamp-2_2 formed of a double thickness' 

o‘fïleather'orthe'like. `Asïcan be seen byreferenceto Figi" 
ure 1', stitching§16`passes` thro-ughf'tlie shoe vamp ̀2_2’~'to rei' _ 

" and A the-f insole l 12. ~ 'Weg 

s, 'ofourfpro'tective inner 
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insole 12 and the outsole 10. Optionally, stitching 26 
may be used to secure the protective inner sole 24 to in 
sole 12. As is pointed out in our copending application, 
the’ protective inner sole 24 protects the wearer’s foot 
from injury by sharp objects or the like which might pene 
trate the sole of an ordinary shoe. It will be appreciated, 
however, that the protection afforded by the inner sole 24 
does not extend to the area of the vamp 22 around and ad 
jacent to the periphery of the sole of the shoe. ’If the 
wearer tripped over a sharp blade Aor stepped on the edge 
of a blade so as to force itV or a similar sharp object 
through the edge of the sole and the portion of the vamp 
adjacent the sole edge, a severe injury to his foot would 
be likely to result. This is the nature of injury against 
which our protective vamp guards the wearer’s foot. 

tAs can best be seen ‘by reference to Figure Y2, we 
form one embodiment of our protective vamp with‘ a 
base 28 in the plane of the shoe sole. Base 28 extends 
around the periphery of the shoe sole in front of the ankle 
seam of the shoe. Our protective vamp also includes a 
portion 30 extending upwardly from base'_28 and con 
forming with the shape of the shoe vamp 22. Referring 
again to Figure i, we assemble our protective vamp 
with the shoe so that stitching 16 passes through the pro 
tective vamp substantially along the line of juncture be 
tween base 28 and the upstanding portion 30. Stitching 
16 serves to retain the protective vamp in its assembled 
position in the shoe. We secure a canvas liner 32 by 
means such as glue or the like over the inner surface of 
the shoe and over the ,portion 30 of the protective vamp. 
If desired, a sponge rubber cushion 34 may be glued over 
the inside of the sole.> Referring again to Figure 2, we 
provide the upstandiug portion 30 of our protective vamp 
with corrugations 356Y tapering downwardly from the edge 
of the upstanding portion 30 to the base 28. Corrugations 
36 permit portion 3f) of the vamp to flex with the wearer’s 
foot. For the same reason, we cut out the central por 
tion of base 28 to leave a scalloped edge 38. j 
We form our protective vamp of synthetic, fibrous, 

resin-impregnated material. - The vamp may, lfor eX 
ample, be made of any suitable matted, felted, woven, 
knitted, or braided fibrous material. Preferably, we em 
ploy a mat of spun glass ftbers, but we may use any other 
ñlaments, such as those of nylon. We impregnate the 

' mat of fibers with a thermoplastic or thermosetting 
resinous material, suchas, for example, polyethylene 
plastic, allyl plastic, polystyrene plastic, phenol formalde 
hyde, or urea formaldehyde resins. Preferably, We use 
a polyester resin. While we have shown this form of 
our protective vamp as including only a single thickness 
of fibrous, resin-impregnated material» for purposes of 
simplicity in illustration, it will readily be understood 
that, if desired or necessary, we may use a number of 
thicknesses or laminates assembled in the manner de 
scribed in our said copending application to form our pro 
tective vamp. 

In the form of our invention shown in Figures 3 and 4, 
we form our protective vamp from one extended laminate 
of a protective inner sole of the type disclosed in our 
said copending application. Conveniently, the protective 
inner sole, indicated generally by the reference character 
40, is sandwichedV between the shoe insole `12 and outsole 
10 With portions of the shoe vamp V22 extending there 
under. `The protective innersole 40 includes a number ofk 
laminations necessary to, afford the requiredY degree, of 
protection for the wearer’s foot. It may, for example, in 
clude a top laminate 42,> a -middle laminateç44, and a' 
bottom laminate 46. We retain laminates 42, 44, and, 
46 in assembled condition in the manner disclosed inour 
said copending application. 
tective vamp„ We provide the portion of one of the inner 
sole laminates with an extension in the region of the shoe ' 
vamp. This extension may conveniently be formed onV 
.the bottom laminate 46 of the inner sole. This embodi- , 
ment of our protective vamp has a 'base formed bythe 

In order to form our pro-A 
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portion of the inner sole underlying the shoe vamp. We 
shape the extending portion of the bottom laminate 46 
to form an upstanding portion 48, as can readily be seen 
by reference to Figure 4. Corrugations 50 tapering from 
the upper edge of portion '48 downwardly toward the in 
ner sole 40 ensure a snug and smooth ñt of portion 48 in 
the shoe. As was the case with the form of our pro 
tective vamp shown in Figures l and 2, we dispose the 
protective vamp including portion 48 between the shoe 
vamp 22 and a canvas liner 32. The stitching 16 which 
secures the insole 12 to the Welt 1,4 passes through the 
portion 48 of the protective vamp extending upwardly 
from the inner sole 40. If desired, a cushion 34 may also 
be used in this form of protective shoe. ¿It is to be under 
stood that while we have shown our protective vamp as 
being formed by an extension of the bottom laminate 46 
of the inner sole 49, it may, if desired, be formed from 
any Áone of the other laminates. We may, -if desired, em 
ploy more than a single laminate of the protective inner 
sole 46 to form our protective vamp. In any case, in this 
form of our invention, the protective vamp is formed of 
the same fibrous, resin-impregnated material of which 
the laminates of the protective sole are formed. 

In the embodiment of our invention shown in Figures 
5 and 6, we form our protective vamp with a base, 
indicated generally by the reference character 52, includ 
ing a pair of laminates S4 and 56 of synthetic resin-irn 
pregnated, fibrous material. Laminates 54 and S6 in 
clude respective upstanding portions 58 and 60 conform 
ing generally to the portion of the s‘hoe vamp 22 adjacent 
base 52. Y The laminates 54 and 56 of this form of our 
invention may be formed of the same material of which 
the forms of our invention shown in Figures l to 4 are 
made. lnorder to provide ñexibility for our protective 
vamp in this embodiment of our invention, we form each 
of the upstanding portions 58 and 60 with la. plurality of 
notches 62, each tapering Vdownwardly from the edge 
of a portion 58 or 60 to an arcuate apex 64 in the base 52. 
We stagger the notohes62 of portion 58 with respect to 
the notches 62 of portion 60 to'ensure adequate protec 
tion tothe wearer-’s foot while permitting the-vamp'to dex. 
We cut out the central portion of base 52 to form a scal 
loped edge 66 similar to edge 38 to give additional flexi 
bility to the vamp. » 

Referring now to Figures 7 and 8, we form our protec 
tive vamp from a safety inner sole, indicated generally by 
the reference character 68, including, for example, four 
laminates 76, '72, 74, and 76 of fibrous, resin-impregnated 
material. We provide the portion of one of the laminates,Í 
which’may conveniently be- the bottom laminate 76, with 
an extension in the region of the shoe vamp. We shape 
this extension of laminate 76 to form an opstanding por 
tion 78 on laminate '76. We form a second upstanding p0r 
tion 80 from an extension Yof one of the other laminates, 
which may conveniently be the laminate 7 4,r in the region 
of the vamp ofthe safety shoe. Notches 82 tapering down 
wardly from the respective edges _of the portions 78 and. 80 
to arcuate apices 84 in the sole 68 make this form of our 
protective vamp flexible. As is readily apparent from an 
examination'of~ Figure‘ß, we Ystagger _the notches 82 of 
the vportion 78 with respect to the notches 82 of the por 
tion 80 to lend flexibility to this form of our vamp. As 
can be seenbyrreference to Figure 7, we dispose thisV 
form of our protective vamp between the shoe .vamp 22` 
and a canvas liner 32.` Stitchingnló which secures the 
shoe insole to the welt >1,4 passesthroughY portions 78 and 
80 of the protective vamp. In the forms «of our invention 
shown in FiguresS-> to 8, apices 64 and apices 84 relieve 
the respectiveplanes of base S2 and laminates 74 and 76 to 
Vmake these forms of our protective vamp flexible. 

While we have shown the _forms ofour linvention of 
Figures 5 to 8 as including only'a pair of layers or lam 

.inates of resin-impregnated, fibrous material', it will-*be 
understood that additional layers may be usedl if desired. 
When additional layers are used, the taperednotches of, 
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each of the respective layers are staggered with respect to 
the notches of all the other layers. 

In use of the form of our invention shown in Figures 
1 and 2, we form our protective vamp with a base 28 cut 
out to make a scalloped edge 38. Our vamp includes an 
upstanding portion 30 formed with tapered corrugations 
36. The corrugations 36 ensure a smooth and snug fit 
of the protective vamp in the shoe. In addition, they per 
mit the vamp to ñex with the shoe. The scalloped edge 
formed in base 28 also permits the vamp to flex. While 
We have shown in Figure l our protective vamp -as being 
employed in a shoe including one of our protective inner 
soles 24, it is to be understood that it may be employed 
independently of the inner sole, if desired. Our protec 
tive vamp protects the wearer’s foot from injuries result 
ing from sharp objects cutting the edge of the shoe sole 
and the portion of the shoe vamp 22 extending upwardly 
from the sole. . 

In the form of our invention shown in Figures 3 and 4, 
we form our protective vamp from one laminate of our 
protective inner sole disclosed in our said copending ap 
plication. This form of our inner sole has a solid base 
formed by one of the inner sole laminates. It includes an 
upstanding portion 48 similar to the upstanding portion 30 
of the form of our invention shown in Figures l and 2. 
The form of our invention shown in Figures 3 and 4 
functions in a manner similar to that shown in Figures 1 
and 2 to protect the wearer’s foot from injury by sharp 
objects penetrating the portion of the shoe vamp 22 ad» 
jacent the shoe sole in front of the ankle seam of th 
shoe. ' 

In use of the embodiment of our invention shown in 
Figures 5 and 6, we form our protective vamp from a pair 
of fibrous, resin-impregnated laminates 54 and 56 includ 
ing respective upstanding portions S8 and 60. Staggered 
notches 62 terminating in apices 64 in the respective up 
standing portions give flexibility to the vamp. The stag 
gered arrangement of the notches ensures adequate protec 
tion for the foot of the wearer around the periphery of 
the vamp of the safety shoe. 
We form the embodiment of our protective vamp shown 

in Figures 7 and 8 from a pair of laminates which may 
conveniently be the bottom two laminates 74 and 76 of a 
protective inner sole 68. The respective laminates 74 and 
76 include tapered notches 82 which permit the protec 
tive vamp to flex. The notches 82 of the respective'por 
tions 78 and 80 are staggered to ensure adequate protec 
tion to the foot of the wearer. 

It will be seen that we have accomplished the objects 
of our invention. We have provided a protective vamp for 
safety shoes which protects the foot of the wearer against 
injury from sharp objects which penetrate the shoe vamp 
22 in the area adjacent the sole of the shoe. Our protec 
tive vamp is light and compact for the protection afforded 
thereby. We form our protective vamp with means per 
mitting it to flex with the shoe with which it is used. Our 
protective vamp may be formed as a separate part of a 
shoe or it may be formed from a laminate of a protective 
inner sole such as is disclosed in our said copending ap 
plication. 

It will be understood that certain features and sub 
combinations are of utility and may be employed without 
reference to other features and subcombinations. This 
is contemplated by and is within the scope of our claims. 
It is further obvious that various changes may be made in 
details within the scope of our claims without >departing 
from the spirit of our invention. It is therefore to be un 
derstood that our invention is not to be limited to the 
specific details shown and described. 
Having thus described our invention, whatwe claim is: 
1. A protective vamp for a safety shoe having a sole 

and a vamp including in combination a base consisting of 
plastic impregnated ñbrous material and having a por 
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tion extending upwardly from said base and conforming 
generally to the shape of said vamp, said upwardly extend 
ing portion consisting of the same material of which said 
base consists, said base being cut out to form a scalloped 
edge. 

2. In a safety shoe inner sole having a number of 1am 
inates formed from synthetic resin-impregnated fibrous 
material, a protective Vamp formed from an extension of 
one of said laminates, said protective vamp including a 
portion upstanding from said one of said laminates.v 

3. In a safety shoe inner sole as in claim 2 in which 
said upstanding portion is formed with corrugations taper 
ing from the periphery of the upstanding portion to said 
one of said laminates. 

4. In a shoe having an insole and an outsole and a 
vamp and a welt, a protective vamp including a base con 
sisting of synthetic resin-impregnated fibrous material dis 
posed between said insole and said outsole and having a 
portion upstanding from said base, said upstanding portion 
conforming generally to the shape of said vamp, said up 
standing portion consisting of the same material which 
said base consists of. 

5. A protective vamp for a safety shoe having a sole and 
a vamp including in combination a base formed of a 
pair of layers consisting of plastic-impregnated fibrous 
material, each of said layers including a portion extending 
upwardly from said base and conforming generally to the 
shape of said vamp. 

6. A protective vamp for a safety shoe having a sole 
and a vamp including in combination a base formed of 
a pair of layers of plastic-irnpregnated ñbrous material, 
each of said layers including a portion extending upwardly 
from said base and conforming generally to the shape 
of said vamp, each of said portions being formed with 
a plurality of tapered notches. 

7. A protective vamp for a safety shoe having a sole 
and a vamp including in combination a base formed of a 
pair of layers of plastic-impregnated fibrous material, 
ea-ch of said layers including a portion extending upwardly 
from said base and conforming generally to the shape 
of said vamp, each of said upstanding portions being 
formed with a plurality of tapered notches terminating 
in respective arcuate apices disposed in the plane of the 
base. 

8. A protective vamp for a safety shoe having a sole 
and a vamp including in combination a base formed of 
a pair of layers of plastic-impregnated ñbrous material, 
each of said layers including a portion extending upwardly 
from said base and conforming generally to the shape of 
said vamp, each of said portions being formed with a 
plurality of tapered notches, the construction being such 
that the tapered notches of one of said upstanding por 
tions are staggered with respect to the notches of the 
other of said upstanding portions. 

9. A protective vamp for a safety shoe having a sole 
and a vamp including in combination a base formed of 
plastic impregnated fibrous material and having a portion 
extending upwardly from said base and conforming gen~ 
erally to the shape of said vamp, said upstanding portion 
being constructed with corrugations tapering from the 
periphery of said upstanding portion toward said base. 
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